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Hi I’m Mark. I’m a Senior 360 Designer that has over 8 years of industry experience.

You can access my online portfolio by clicking my logomark..
MFS

I am professionally trained in the following Adobe software,

I know Creative Cloud inside out and work with it everyday.

I’ve worked with a wide range of clients,

that span over a variety of industries, both corporate and creative.

My client project list in full would make for a short essay,
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here’s a break down of milestones in my career so far.

Yes, there’s more..
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I like to keep busy.

Experience

Designer

Working as a graphic designer developing print based outcomes I created visually engaging design solutions for Puma’s ‘Worn my
Way’ marketing campaign and events based across London with a set of events at Shoreditch’s Box Park. I oversaw the realisation of
flyers, posters and digitaling marketing assets that were used across social media platforms to promote the ‘Worn my Way’ events.
I worked with the team at Puma as well as overseeing projects remotely. Adobe creative suite was used to create the
design outcomes with a strong emphasis on high impact technical layouts that held a miminalist and human resonance.

Worn My Way

‘Worn My Way’ is a campaign developed by Puma to promote their trainers
and clothing range. It also works as a platform for new talent and rising
artists based in London that present their work in a ways that show how
they authentically embrace their kicks.

uk.puma.com

Designer and Maker

Working at Studio XAG as a freelance designer and set maker I was apart of a large team that created visual merchandising displays
for clients in a variety of industries. We oversaw projects for Christian Louboutin, Adidas, The Victoria and Albert museum, Lush and
Stella McCartney and were responsible for the visual design, manufacturing and installation of window displays across London.
This role gave me the opportunity to work between the design studio team and the workshop production line, creating an overview of
the process from initial concept to fully realised outcome.
This role commanded a wide range of skills on and off of the screen. I contributed to the process using Adobe software as well as
building and assembling, basic electronics, wood work, laser cutting and vinyl application.

Studio XAG

Christian Louboutin was the main client that I worked for whilst with
XAG studio. We oversaw a full series of window displays that focused
on Christian’s home and artistic collections as a fashion designer.

studioxag.com

Designer and Motion Designer

While at Glock I worked across their client projects with a focus on alcoholic beverages and events. I mainly worked on the Eristoff x
Boileroom events and marketing campaign that promoted Both Boiler room and Eristoff however I also worked on packaging
designs and marketing for Bacardi. I was a part of a tight team of Designers that collaborated on outcomes and creative direction.
I worked in Adobe suite to develop motion graphics for social media marketing and print ready designs to be sent to packaging
manufacturers. I also worked collaboratively across projects using the agency server, picking up on projects and multitasking
brief throughout the day.

Glock

Eristoff sponsored Boiler room for their live DJ streaming events and both
companies created a lot of noise about themselves through the marketing
campaigns. Of course, my job was to contribute towards making that look
and sound to a high standard.

glock-uk.com

Artworker and Designer

I’ve worked with Universal music group on a lot of projects throughout my career and have an on going relationship with their artists
digital marketing managers. I developed work for musicians such as MNEK, Jax Jones, Amy Winehouse and The Cranberries.
Overseeing social media posts, physical marketing and backing visual accompaniments for live performances. I worked within the
design and creative operation at Universal Music Group’s West London office with a team of designers, creative directors and music
managers to create campaigns that built fan engagements, promoted records and generated numbers one hits.
Working in Adobe suite software with a focus on motion graphics and Instagram stories posts that utilise CTA and paid adverts.
I contributed to the creative direction and art-working for Jax Jones and MNEK campaigns that saw a large return in profit.

Universal Music Group

Working under artists brand guidelines and unique creative direction for
each new artist release allowed me to soak up an artist’s identity and
contribute to promoting their brand identity as well as new ideas for
visualising new record releases.

universalmusic.com

Artworker and Designer

I worked with the team at Fargo Village to develop their brand guidelines and marketing to promote the redevelopment of the
Far Gosford Street area in Coventry city centre. Reporting to the Creative Director and Senior Designer I was responsible for
making sure that Fargo’s brand identity was consistent across all external facing materials as well as developing decks,
documents and assets to be used online.
I was also commissioned by the Creative Director to create a large bridge side mural that reflected Coventry’s rich multicultural
identity. This mural installation was used as directional wayfinding to direct people to Fargo Village and was received very well
by the local community. The mural was technically realised using Adobe software with designed transferred into physical
processes using spray and acrylic paint.

Fargo Village

Fargo Village is a European Union fund sponsored community project that
was developed to attract people to Coventry, creating a hotspot for
creativity and culture. Coventry recently was selected for the ‘CIty of Culture’
program and has seen a large rise in popularity since FARGO was realised.

fargovillage.co.uk

TG
Designer

Working with Tracy Guan, the Director and Senior Designer at TG Studio I contributed to collaborative design projects for clients in
cosmetics, fashion and sustainability. Hybrid working split my time between TG’s London office and working remotely with a team
of three other designs that I developed ideas with in a think tank environment. Between the four designers we developed branding,
identity, logo concepts, colour schemes, marketing strategies and artwork concepts for each client. Once our design outcomes
were realised we went on to create a brand bible for each client that served as a fully considered set of guidelines for the client’s
future in-house designer. Working at TG was a valuable experience for me and I rose to work as the project manager within the team.

TG Design Studio

TG Studio gave me an overview for critical thinking in the design process
and how to understand design actualisation from initial ideas to fully
realised concept. Working with the studio for several years gave me the
skills to reach a middle-weight level of design ability in my career.

Artworker and Designer

Working with Jahmoni music was truly an exercise in creativity and conceptualising identity into functional design. This role allowed
me to work closely with musicians on their new releases, overseeing the artwork and design for their identity, record sleeves and
digital marketing campaigns. A project would often start out with art-working for a record, then to promote the release a digital
marketing strategy would be considered and fully realised static and motion posts would be realised to build fan engagement
for the release. Working with musician ‘Bigga Bush’ on two of his releases was a great experience as we both had the same unique
vision for what the music should be visually communicating. His ‘Melody & Electronics’ and ‘Sunken Foal Stories’ releases have
been included in my portfolio due to the volume of interest that the creative direction gathered upon release.

Jahmoni Records

Jahmoni records is an independent label that releases sonic explorations
in electronic music. It’s rich creative artist roster is often reflected in it’s
visual language and release artwork is conceptually considered for
catalogue.

jahmoni.com

Signsmith and Designer

I was commissioned by Jack Morton to create an interior design based art installation for their West London office. I was given
a sample image for a hand written quote by the musician ‘Goldie’ which the company wanted me to turn into a art feature, realised
across two windows near the entrance of their main office space. This process started within Adobe, creating a scaled vector
mockup for the quote to the dimensions of the windows. Then through print process and signsmith application I painted the
quote across the windows to the exact measurements and hand written lettering style. This was a memorable and exciting project
for me and nurtured my desire to work within large scale interior and exterior design process. This project has gone on to inform
signage and wayfinding projects I have developed in my senior years.

Jack Morton

Jack Morton are an international brand agency that oversee projects for
clients in a wide range of industries. After forming a good relationship with
their CEO and team of designers I also contributed to live client briefs.

jackmorton.com

Designer and Video Editor

I began working with Familia as a freelance designer and video editor with a focus on music video production and digital marketing.
From here I went on to develop motion graphics and 3D within after effects to be used in trailers and social media. This placement
allowed me to build an overview of production and post production processes and contribute to on going and dynamic video
creation for a variety of bands and singers. Edits were often condensed into tight timeframes which allowed me to gain an
understanding of how to work under pressure.

Familia

Familia is growing to be the source of modern music video production seeing
an ever growing portfolio of shoots that utilise new technologies and leading
editing techniques that allow them to shine in the creative industries.

wearefamilia.com

Designer and Video Editor

ThuThoughts records are a Brighton based label that oversee a range of artists in neo soul, jazz, dub and much more. Working
remotely as a freelancer I developed graphic design, web and digital marketing for the label as well as producing and editing
music videos for Magic Drum Orchestra and Lighting Head. Working under the senior designer I was responsible for taking
already realised artwork and design assets for artist identities and creating assets for social skins, web and release artwork.
My video work was used to promote artists online and was featured on the Tru Thoughts website and other social platforms.
Again my love for music made this placement a fulfilling experience where I reinforced my ability to think about music
visually.

Tru Thoughts

My work with Tru Thoughts was beneficial for fine tuning my moving image
skills and working under existing brand guidelines. It also gave me new
challenges in the design process that rose to meet, delivering strong
creative direction in film that complimented the music appropriately.

tru-thoughts.co.uk

Artist and Designer

I began working with Data IKU as a freelance designer overseeing internal and external documents, web design and UI/UX
prototyping for their products and services. I worked within the team in their London based office and report to the senior
designer of the company who briefed me on timelines and projects that the company had scheduled. From building a good
working relationship with Data IKU I was ask by the company to create a full scale office mural that worked across multiple
levels of Data IKU’s workspace. This was developed in harmony with the Data IKU brand guidelines and reflected the
companies services. They also organised a series of networking events across London where I was commissioned to create
mural art for the main entrance spaces.

Data IKU

Data IKU gave me good experience for working in the corporate sector
and learning more about the use of data in our modern society. I built
a strong command of UI/UX skills whilst contributing to their operation
and have gone on to build on these skills in my more current projects.

dataiku.com

Graphic Designer

MYA Consulting is a kitchen consultancy based in Stroud valley. They oversee the design and construction of catering areas for
schools, offices and co working spaces all with an empathise on conceptually driven ideas that are unique to an environment.
I worked as Graphic and digital designer with MYA creating brochures, decks and promotional material for their clients. I also
developed design outcomes that followed on from the interior designer’s Google sketch plans and blue prints for interior
design outcomes. I eventually became responsible for the re-brand of the company and develop a fully considered brand
identity guide that would be used universally across platforms.

MYA Consulting

MYA consulting are industry leading experts and creatives that have created
a beautiful portfolio through their operations. I learnt new processes whilst
with the company and built a strong interest in architecture while with them.

mya-consulting.co.uk

Designer and Motion developer

The Cause is a nightclub that was set up to build a dialogue around mental health in the electronic music industry. Based in
Tottenham, London it showcases diverse talent from across the globe whilst keeping it’s finger on the pulse of the London
electronic music industry. I worked as a freelance digital designer and motion graphics developer for the brand, promoting
up and coming events through animated banners to be embedded in Resident advisor promotional campaigns and social
media. Either developing the creative direction from scratch or working under already existing brand guidelines for specific
night club events. I took created animated GIF files for each event that would be used across platforms and devices.

The Cause

100% grass roots, arts & events space supporting dance culture, London
nightlife, independent business and positive mental health. I am pleased
that I was of service to The Cause and have an on going working
relationship with them.

supportthecause.co.uk

Graphic and Motion Designer

As a subdivision of Universal Music Group I was asked to join forces with the digital marketing team at Polydor to develop
design outcomes for their artists roster. I had the great pleasure to work on artists such as James Blake, Billie Ellish, Sam
Fender and ABBA. I oversaw the digital marketing for new releases and orchestrated social media driven digital marketing
campaigns that reflected new releases as well as fan engagement posts as a ‘throw back’ for older catalogue artists. Working
for the artist managers I was responsible for develop feed and stories posts on Instagram and Facebook as well as refining
social skins and all other external press material.

Polydor Records

Polydor records is currently considered as the most successful record label
in the world. It’s artist roster continues to grow, having some of the biggest
names in pop music currently being recorded and promoted by Polydor.
My relationship with the company is still on going and I often oversee
digital marketing strategies for online promotion.

polydor.co.uk

360 Designer

Working across digital and motion processes I developed promotional material for physical and digital marketing for artists such
as Elton John, The Style Council, Amy Winehouse, The Cranberries and Dire Straits. I was responsible for developing pixel
perfect artwork for releases, merchandise and social media campaigns that reflected the artist’s brand identity and creative.
This role was in a fast pasted working environment that commanded strong focus and quick thinking. I developed design
solutions for the artist management to review, usually with a positive response early on in the process. Working under many
different styles of artists there was a need for fluidity in my design process which was a nurturing experience for my current work.

Universal Music Group

One of the largest record labels in the world, Universal has been responsible
for shaping the music industry with global talent. It’s progressive nature has
seen the company utilise new technologies and trends to make sure that
artists stay relevant for their audiences.

universalmusic.com

360 Designer

Working as a 360 Designer in digital processes and UI/UX developed the user interface for Colabox and realised a series of
campaigns or their online tools that could be used to build fan engagements for artists on a wide variety of record labels.
I worked on artists such as Doja Cat, Cardi B, The Strokes, Silk Sonic, Dua Lipa and Calvin Harris and many more, creating
fully realised interactive campaigns that take the form of interactive games, shareable content development and soundboards.
I have included work from my time at CrowdCat in my portfolio and show reel to give you visual examples for the creative direction
I was responsible for developing. After working on the Colabox product I also developed pitch decks and infographics for CrowdCat’s
Popcorn product, which uses data to build fan engagements for film fanatics.

CrowdCat

CrowdCat is a cutting edge data company that presents a multidisciplinary
group of creative scientists, technologists, psychologists and problem
solvers. There fan engagement products create digital revenue through
fan engagements and digital streams. I was fortunate enough to be the
person that developed their visual communication.

CrowdCat.co

360 Designer

Working with CausaLens led on from my experience working with CrowdCat in data science and saw me delivering similar work
within my role as a 360 Designer. I began working with the marketing department on promoting CausaLens products such as
CausaLake, then progressed with my operation to contributing towards low and high fidelity wireframing for product interfaces.
My role at CausaLens was particularly interesting as there was a necessity to learn about causality driven artificial intelligence.
I worked under CausaLens existing brand guidelines and expanded on their identity to build a human resonance through
online marketing.

CausaLens

CausaLens is the pioneer of Causal AI — a new category of intelligent
machines that reason about the world the way humans do, through
cause-and-effect relationships and with imagination.

causalens.com

360 Designer

I began working with AND London as 360 Designer, overseeing client brochures, pitch decks and documents for internal and
external use. I was soon asked to work on a updated brand identity that progressed their logo. I developed a fully realised
brand bible and updated website based on my UI/UX prototype. After working with AND’s re-branded identity I was then asked to
develop social media campaigns for their channels that reflected the new brand.

AND London

AND London is a consultancy that oversees projects for redevelopment and
cultural strategies across London and the rest of the United Kingdom. It’s
team of thinkers, creatives and property experts work to deliver initiatives
that transform communities and rejuvenate areas.

andlondon.net

I love what I do..

and because of this I deliver the highest quality of work.

Skills

Processes

I am capable of overseeing and developing a wide range of design outcomes for existing or to be realised projects..
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Contact

For pricing, project enquiries and availability please email me at contact@markferrarstudio.com.
Alternatively you can reach me on +44 7857 084208.

Connect

@ markferrarstudio
you can access my social channels by clicking the icons below..
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Feel free to get in touch..

markferrarstudio.com
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